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Band-tail states in a Zno 3Cdo 7Se semiconductor alloy probed by persistent photoconductivity
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The distribution of the conduction-band tail states in a Zn03Cd07Se II-VI semiconductor alloy has

been determined experimentally using persistent photoconductivity (PPC) transient measurements, and

is confirmed to be exponential. Our results show that the transport properties in II-VI semiconductor
alloys are strongly influenced by tail states caused by alloy disorder. A class of transport properties in

disordered systems that may be probed by PPC measurements have also been proposed.

Disorder in the crystal can cause a remarkable effect,
which is the localization of electronic wave functions in
real space, i.e., Anderson localization, which is now recog-
nized as one of the most important problems in condensed
matter physics. However, the localization properties
(including the distribution of tail states, localized-to-
delocalized transition, critical indices, and mobility edges)
that are central to the theory of Anderson localization are
often not directly accessible experimentally. Substantial
advances in our understanding of this subject have been
achieved through investigation of the electric transport
properties in doped semiconductors in which the local-
ized-to-delocalized transition occurs at low temperatures
with increasing impurity concentration. ' Experiments
dealing with doped semiconductors usually require very
low temperatures, typically T-1 K or lower, which
makes them difficult. Additionally, it is rather difficult to
obtain important parameters through comparison between
experimental results obtained from samples with different
doping levels because the distribution of tail states may
vary from sample to sample. In this paper, we describe a
method for investigating carrier transport properties in

semiconductor alloys. The method is based on the obser-
vation, in II-VI semiconductor alloys, of the phenomenon
of persistent photoconductivity (PPC), photoinduced con-
ductivity that persists for a very long period of time after
the termination of the excitation light source. A dis-
tinct advantage of this method is that one can vary the
carrier concentration continuously in a single sample
through the variation of excitation photon dose.

It was suggested theoretically that alloy disorder can
produce fluctuations in band edges and hence energy-band
tails in II-VI semiconductor alloys. Experimental tech-
niques such as optical-absorption measurements, disper-
sive transport analysis, and photoluminescence studies
have yielded strong evidence for exponential tails in the
density of states (DOS) of doped semiconductors and
amorphous materials. The exponential absorption edge
of GaAs was found to correlate with transitions involving
band tails, which could be controlled by doping. Howev-
er, the tail states in semiconductor alloys, where potential
fluctuations are caused b~ compositional fluctuations, are
less understood. An iEi ' dependence in the logarithm of
the DOS has been suggested previously for II-VI semicon-
ductor alloys. On the other hand, theoretical calculation
also indicated that the exponential tail is quite general for

three-dimensional disordered materials. Experimental
determination for the distribution of tail states in semi-
conductor alloys has been lacking. Here, we want to show
that the distribution of tail states in semiconductor alloys
can be probed by transport measurements utilizing the
PPC buildup transient, and from these measurements we
confirm experimentally that below the mobility edge, the
tail states decrease exponentially. In fact, the PPC build-
up transient technique has also been utilized previously
for analysis of semiconductor interfaces, such as n-type
GaAs thin layers.

The sample used for this study was a Zno 3Cdo 7Se unin-
tentionally doped semiconductor alloy. Comparison ex-
periments have also been carried out for an A103Ga07As
epitaxy layer of 2 pm in thickness, doped with 3.3&10'
cm Si, grown on a semi-insulating GaAs(100) sub-
strate. Experimental details can be found elsewhere.
Excitation light intensity for diA'erent D values is propor-
tional to 10 . The typical excitation photon flux used
for the measurements is on the order of 10' photons/
cm s corresponding to D=O for Zn03Cd07Se and 10'
photons/cm s corresponding to D =0 for Alo 3Gao 7As.

Figure 1 shows the plot of PPC buildup transients ob-
tained for Zn03Cd07Se at T =170 K for three excitation
intensities, D =0.5, 0.7, and 1.0. The striking feature is
that the initial transients show a parabolic dependence on
illumination time t. One cannot observe this behavior in

materials exhibiting only conventional photoconductivity
(PC), which has a typical transient response time on the
order of 10 s and depends only on the light intensity
level. Whereas the buildup level of PPC depends on the
total excitation photon dose, which is the product of the
excitation photon intensity and illumination time. The
PPC transient behavior shown in Fig. 1 is a direct conse-
quence of the fact that the conductivity is caused by the
transport of photoexcited electrons in the band tail states,
as will be shown later.

A comparison experiment has been performed for
Al{)3Ga07As, which also displays the PPC eA'ect below
150 K. It was shown that the alloy disorder eff'ect is much
less important in III-V semiconductor alloys than in II-VI
semiconductor alloys. Therefore, one would not expect
to observe tail states caused by alloy disorder in A103-
Ga07As. In this material, deep centers called DX centers
that undergo a large lattice relaxation are a well-known
cause of PPC. ' In this model, the DX centers while opti-
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FIG. 1. The kinetics of PPC buildup for Zno. 3Cd07Se at

T =170 K for three different excitation intensities. Light inten-
sity for different values of D are proportional to 10 . The solid
curves are fits using Eq. (9), l(t) =1,,(l —e ") .
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FIG. 2. The kinetics of PPC buildup for Ala. 3Ga0.7As at
T=60 K for two different excitation light intensities. The solid
curves are fits using Eq. (3), l(t) I „„(I—e "). Inset: The
initial buildup transient from t=0 to 100 s for D 1.9, which
exhibits a linear behavior with illumination time t.

n(t) =n
„. „(1—e "), (2)

where n „„=g/a. W. ith the assumption of the electron
mobility p being independent of electron concentration n,
we obtain

o(t) =o
„. „(1—e ") or 1(t) =1

„. „(1—e "), (3)

where o „. „=egp/a and 1 „. „represents the saturation lev-
el of PPC at a given level of photon flux. The PPC build-
up transients for A1036807As have been measured at
diflerent intensity levels. The results are sho~n in Fig. 2
in which the solid curves are fits using Eq. (3) with fitting
parameters I „. „=1.8 mA, a=7.0X10 s ' for D=1.7
and I~„.„=I.5 mA, a=5.1x10 s ' for D=1.9. %'e
see that the experimental results are well described by Eq.
(3), which implies that the assumption of electron mobili-
ty being independent of carrier concentration is valid for

cally ionized at low temperatures are very difftcult to re-
capture electrons because of a capture barrier associated
with the DX centers, which leads to the PPC effect; the
conductivity is induced by electron transport in the con-
duction band. The PPC buildup kinetics can be easily for-
mulated for Alp36ap7As. Assuming that the photogen-
erated electron concentration in the conduction band, n, is
much smaller than the DX concentration NDx during the
illumination, one has"

dn/dt =g —an .

Here g=N~hoD~N~~ is the electron-density generation
rate, where N~h is the photon flux and otix the photoion-
ization cross section of the DX centers; a is the electron
decay rate, which is temperature dependent. The thermal
emission of electrons from the DX centers has been
neglected, since the emission barrier is twice as large as
the capture barrier. ' From Eq. (I), we then have

o = —„(Bf/&E)o(E)dE, (4)

Alp. 3Gap. 7As because the fluctuations in the conduction-
band edge is negligible. Buildup transients measured at
different conditions always follow Eq. (3). Equation (3)
also shows that the initial PPC level increases linearly
with increasing t. In the inset of Fig. 2, we expand the
PPC initial transient in the time regime from t 0 to 100
s for D =1.9, which clearly shows a linear dependence of
PPC on t. The initial parabolic transient behavior exhibit-
ed by Znp3Cdp7Se has never been observed in Alp3-
Gao 7AS.

Our previous experimental results suggested that PPC
in Znp 3Cdp7Se is generated by a band-to-band excita-
tion. However, the photoexcited electron concentration
n(t) in Znp 3Cdp 7Se is still described by Eq. (2) with g be-
ing replaced by g =Nuaa'tI, where a' is the photon absorp-
tion coefficient and g is the quantum efficiency. There-
fore, the PPC transient in Znp3Cdp7Se should also follow
Eq. (3) if the mobility in Znp 3Cdp qSe is also independent
of carrier concentration n or electron quasi-Fermi level.
However, experimental results sho~n in Fig. 1 obviously
deviate from Eq. (3). This is due to the existence of po-
tential fluctuations in II-VI semiconductor alloys, which
has been indicated by the observation of exciton localiza-
tion by alloy disorder. ' It is the larger values of variation
of energy gap E„with composition x, dEs/dx, that per-
mits considerably greater potential fluctuations in II-VI
semiconductor alloys compared to III-V semiconductor al-
loys. Such a fluctuating potential can cause tail states in
the gap and localization of charge carriers at low temper-
atures. As a consequence, the electron mobility in this
case is no longer independent of electron concentration or
energy and the conductivity of Zn{)3Cd07Se is now de-
scribed by'
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where f(E) is the Fermi distribution function for elec-
trons and rr(E) is the conductivity at energy E which de-
pends on electron concentration or illumination time. For
simplicity, conductivity caused by hole transport has been
neglected because of their heavier mass. In the low
carrier-concentration regime where the electron quasi-
Fermi level EF is below the mobility edge E„„the conduc-
tivity is contributed by electron hopping in localized states
and the electron mean free path is determined by elastic
collisions in the nonperiodic fields induced by alloy disor-
der. According to the Kubo-Greenwood formula, at ener-

gy E and temperature T, the electron conductivity o(E),
is given by'

cr(E) =(2tre It /m )iDt:i,. „[N(E)]

where m is the electron effective mass, DE the matrix ele-
ment, and N(E) the DOS at energy E. The suffix av

means an average over all states of the same energy E.
For the case of EF & E, most electrons occupy the deep
tail states; to the first-order approximation, the Fermi dis-
tribution can be approximated by a step function. Assum-
ing iDE i „„is indepe. ndent of energy E and substituting Eq.
(5) into (4), we have

~=~(EF) =C[N(E, )]',
where C=(2tre It /m )iDt:i„„. Assuming that the DOS
in the tail states is exponential, then

JV(E) =(Np/Ep)exp( —E/Ep), E & E„, ,

where energy E is measured from the mobility edge E„,
into the gap, Eo is the slope of the distribution of the
conduction-band tail-states, and Np is the total DOS
below the mobility edge and Np =fN(E)dE. Notice that
n(t) is still described by Eq. (2). On the other hand, pho-
toexcited electrons are under quasi-equilibrium in the
PPC mode, so we also have n (t) =JN(E)f(E)dE
=Npexp( —EF/Ep), EF & E„,. Therefore, we obtain
N(EF) =(Np/Ep)exp( —EF/Ep) =n(t)/Ep. From Eqs.
(6) and (2), we then have

rr(t) =(C/Ep)n (t) =(Cnp/Ep)(1 —e "), (8)

rJ(E) ~

=C[N(E)]', E &E„„)C[N(E„,)]', E) E„,.

(10a)

(10b)

It should be noted that Eq. (10b) includes the following
two cases: If rr(E„, ) )C[N(E„,)], a sharp transition in

the PPC buildup transient is expected; on the other hand,
if a(E„,) =C[N(E„,)], a continuous increase in conduc-
tivity will be observed. It is interesting to compare Eq.

ponential tail of states in the conduction-band edge. In

fact, any other distribution of tail states that gives the re-
sult of N(Et:) ~n(t) can also lead to Eq. (9). Many
diAerent forms of tail states in DOS have been pro-
posed, ' which can be written as N(E) =KE"exp( —iE/
Epi~), —' (P(2, where K is a constant. It is easy to
prove that the linear dependence of N(EF) on n(t) cannot
be obtained except for P = I and n =0. Thus the exponen-
tial tail of states in I I-V I semiconductor alloys is

confirmed. Our results obtained for Zn03Cd07Se here to-
gether with previous results obtained for doped semicon-
ductors and amorphous materials indicate that exponen-
tial tail of states is universally independent of the origin of
the disorder, which is consistent with the theoretical argu-
ment.

The conductivity is expected to be described by Eq. (9)
in the low carrier-concentration regime where EF & E„„
which is the condition for Fig. 1. As the quasi-Fermi level

increases to above E„„the conductivity of the system is in-

duced by electron transport through the conduction net-
work constructed by local potential minima and the elec-
tron mobility becomes almost independent of carrier con-
centration as in A103Ga07As; we expect the PPC transient
to be described by Eq. (3). Combining these facts, we can
write for I I-VI semiconductor alloys

or

l(t) =I „„(I—e ") (9)

C)

I

O

Equation (9) has been used to fit the experimental results
in Fig. I shown as solid curves. Fitted values of I „. „are
0.44, 0.31, and 0.19 nA for 0=0.5, 0.7, and 1.0, respec-
tively; a are 3 6x 10 s ', 2 9x10 s ', and
2.0x 10 s ' for D =0.5, 0.7, and 1.0, respectively. %e
see that Eq. (9) describes well the experimental data. No-
tice that Eq. (9) is derived for low electron concentration.
For small t, n(t) is proportional to t, Eq. (9) implies a
parabolic dependence following l(t) =I „„a t, contrary.
to the linear dependence observed in Al03Ga07As without
tail states. Therefore, our results show that the transport
properties in II-VI semiconductor alloys at low carrier
concentration are governed by the exponential tail of
states, and the conductivity strongly depends on carrier
concentration or the quasi-Fermi level.

Equation (9) is derived with the assumption of the ex-
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FIG. 3. The kinetics of PPC buildup for Znp3Cdp7Se under

the illumination with a higher excitation intensity (D=O) at
T=l70 K and the solid curve is a fit using Eq. (3), 1(i)
=f„,.(I —e "). Inset: The initial buildup transient from t =0
to 50 s, which follows Eq. (9), l(t) =I „„(I—e ") shown as a

solid curve.
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TABLE I. A list of some fundamentally important transport properties in disordered systems that
may be studied in semiconductor alloys in the PPC mode.

EF + Eiii

Carrier localization
Hopping conduction
Tail states

EF Eiii

Localized-to-delocalized
transition

Localization parameters

EF & Em

Electron-hole recombination
in a random potential

Electron conduction network

(10), which is valid for temperature T)0, with the origi-
nal definition of mobility edge for T=O, '

=0, E &E„„
o(E) )0, E)E„,.

The exact energy dependence of o(E) is more complicat-
ed than Eq. (10), which has been discussed previously. '

From Eq. (10), one would expect to observe the PPC
transient behavior changing from Eq. (9) to Eq. (3) as the
quasi-Fermi level crossing over the mobility edge. The
PPC buildup transient has been obtained for Zno 3Cdo 7Se
under the illumination of a higher excitation intensity
(D=O) at 170 K and the above-described change in PPC
buildup transient has indeed been observed as shown in

Fig. 3, where the solid curve is a fitting using Eq. (3). We
see that Eq. (3) fits quite well for entire time range except
the initial transient. In the inset of Fig. 3, we have replot-
ted the initial PPC transient in the 0 to 50 s time regime
corresponding approximately to the region of 0 to 500 s
for D= I, which clearly follows Eq. (9), shown as a solid
curve. This clearly demonstrates that cJ(E) depends on
energy at E (E„and is almost independent of energy at
E~ E„, as described by Eq. (10). However, we did not
observe a sharp transition in the PPC buildup transient,
which implies that our experimental situation corresponds
to the case of o(E„,) =C[N(E„,)] in Eq. (10b). The
above discussions also imply that there is a photon flux
dependent PPC buildup time limit at which Eq. (9) can no
longer describe well the experimental data obtained for
Zno 3Cdo 7Se. The fit between Eq. (9) and the actual PPC

buildup transients in Zno 3Cdo 7Se is expected to be better
for lower excitation intensity levels (or larger D values)
due to the fact that the crossover between EF and E„,
occurs later at lower excitation intensity levels, which is
indicated by experimental data shown in Fig. l.

It can be seen from the results presented above that
PPC is quite sensitive to potential fluctuations caused by
disorder because PPC is a direct measure of electron
transport in the conduction band. Additionally, in the
PPC mode, stored charge carriers are under quasiequi-
librium after photoexcitation and one can vary the carrier
concentration continuously in a single sample through the
variation of the excitation photon dose, which cannot be
achieved by any other methods. Thus many fundamental
properties may be studied more easily in the PPC mode.
Therefore, the observation of the PPC phenomenon in II-
VI semiconductor alloys not only provides a tool for
finding the distribution of tail states but may open another
avenue for investigating fundamentally important trans-
port properties in disordered materials. In Table I, we
summarize some fundamental properties that may be
studied in the PPC mode.

In conclusion, we have shown that the carrier transport
properties in Zn03Cd07Se are strongly influenced by tail
states caused by alloy disorder. The distribution of the
tail states has been probed experimentally utilizing the
PPC buildup transient measurements and is confirmed to
be exponential. It can be seen from this work that PPC is
a unique phenomenon that can be utilized to study funda-
mentally important transport properties in systems with a
certain degree of disorder.
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